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Celebrating the Arts
Saturday 22 June 2019 11 am – 4 pm
Digby Hall, Hound Street, Sherborne DT9 3AA

Talks & Demonstrations
11 am - 3.15 pm

1.30 - 2.15pm

in and have fun with clay, all ages welcome.

A soft pastel demonstration exploring the initial
planning and first stages of a new image.

The Clay Studio Clay Mini Beasts and Tiles - join

11.15 - 11.45am

Colour Mixing: opaque and transparent
with Charlie Baird Introducing you to a new

Composing Great Art with Richard Turner

1.45 - 2.30pm

Art Critique with Diane Summer

ArtsLink tutor, Charlie, who will explore colour
mixes and the qualities of opaque and transparent
in paint.

15 minute private art critiques – Book in advance
01935 815899

11.30 - 12.15pm

Clay throwing demonstration
with Joan Biles

How should an artist approach a gallery?
A talk by Emma Bell, The Mulberry Tree Gallery,
Swanage Common

mistakes and insider tips to make
you stand out when contacting a new gallery.

11.30 - 12.15pm

Art Critique with Susan R Hughes

15 minute private art critiques - Book in advance
01935 815899

12.00 - 12.30pm

Into a Landscape with Diane Summer

Watch Diane as she builds a landscape in acrylics.

12.30 - 1.15pm

Clay throwing demonstration
with Joan Biles

12.30 - 1.15pm

Drawing the Audience with Alex Cree

An exciting, interactive demonstration with quick
sketches involving willing audience members.

12.45 - 1.15pm

A Portrait in Oils with James Budden

James will demonstrate his approach to creating a
portrait.

1.20pm

*Sherborne ArtsLink Art Raffle Launch*

1.30 - 2.00pm

Dynamic Charcoal with Susan R Hughes

In this dynamic demonstration Susan will explore
some of the techniques behind the successful use of
charcoal.

2.30 - 3.15pm
2.30 - 3.15pm

Parkinson’s Dance Tango Team

Watch and then join them in a fun dance session for
everyone. For all ages and abilities including those
with two left feet!

Throughout the Day
ArtsLink Fizz! Art for Wellbeing Projects

Talk to our fantastic tutors about our amazing Art
for Wellbeing projects: Parkinson’s Dance, Art
for Memory & Art for Parents - enjoy the
artwork produced and the joy these classes bring.

Art Exhibition See the work produced by

ArtsLink participants, ask about the processes they
use, be inspired. View an amazing selection of
sketchbooks, work in progress and finished pieces.
Includes the Tutor Gallery showing work by our
talented tutors.

Stained Glass Demonstration with Kate
Doig – talk to Kate about techniques and

processes used in making beautiful glass artwork.

Chat to our inspirational tutors and

discover our diverse range of classes –
which one is right for you?

All day Café Delicious cakes and lunchtime
snacks provided by The BakeOut

‘Enhancing and improving lives through access to the arts and culture for the whole community’

